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Introduction

Frequently heard are remarks which imply that
when we have a cold our speech sounds ’’different.''
This commonly alleged difference has evidently been
so generally accepted that scientific investigators
have not been stimulated to evaluate it; at least, a
search through the literature by the author revealed
few observations other than what might be furnished by
any man on the street.

It vas felt that some attempt

should be made to obtain mare definite information about
the influence a cold might have upon speaking.not only
because of the frequency of opportunities that any such
relationship hes to exert itself but also because in¬
formation concerning it might add to our understanding
of other voice problems.

By way of initiating such an

attempt, a number of victims of coryza were found, and
several possible effects of that condition upon their
speaking were studied.

The purpose of this paper is to

report findings of thet study. .
Specific questions posed for investigation were
the following:

1) To what extent does having u cold af¬

fect a speaker’s intelligibility or vocal quality?
2) If a cold modifies speech, does the effect vary with
different acoustical conditions under which the listen¬
ers respond?

3) Does nasal spraying with a vasocon-

stricting agent influence the relationships implied by

the preceding questions? (4) Are such relationships asi

sociated vdth medical symptoms which characterize a
cold or with phonemes which recuire nasal emission of
sounds?

Twenty-four subjects (3s; v/uro selected from a group or
aviation cadets and enlisted men at the
Station, ?ensacola, ?la.

u.3. Naval ^ir

Everyone in the group had

been referred by physicians in the station dispensary
after having beer diagnosed there as having a cold.

No

•one referred in a febrile condition or with sinusitis,
tonsillitis, laryngitis, bronchitis, or otitis media was
used in the investigation.

Nor was anyone used if his

audiogram showed a hearing loss greater than 20 db for
any freruency between 256 c. and 8192 c. or an average
loss greater than 10 db.

In other words, the Ss were

troubled primarily by simple coryze uncomplicated by
symptoms other than acute rhinitis and/or nasopharyngi¬
tis.
The procedure followed for each 3 involved obtaining
cn evaluation oí the severity of his coryzal symptoms,*
* The writer is grateful toU,(J.s)Calvin J. Curts
JSN, for furnishing thesu evaluations.

(¡,;c) •

a test of his auditory acuity, and two high-fidelity

3
phonograph records of his speech.

The first record

represented the S's reading of a 24-word intelligibilitytest list1 before he had received any treatment for h/.s
cold; the second record, his reading of a comparable
list five minutes after a nasal spray of neosynephrine
hydrochloride (.25.'j sol.) had been administered by a
physician.

The 3 was then sent beck to the dispensary

for further treatment.

In a week or ten uays, after a

second medical examination indicated that his coryzal
symptoms had disappeared, he returned to the laboratory
and a third record wqõ mode, representing his reading of
e list in his normal voice.

The 3 was th*n dismissed.

The remainder of the experimentei procedure consisted
of getting reactions of listeners to various aspects of
the recorded utterances played back under various condi¬
tions.

Details of the several types of listener-response

will be given with the presentation of the results.

Hesults
Intelligibility
Mean percentage-intelligibility scores representing
six combinations of experimental conditions and tht.
standard deviations of their six distributions are rep¬
resented in Fig. 1.

The three records of each 3 were

each presented to two p. nels of 9-11 listeners.

One

panel, seated in a Isrgc classroom, identified a S's
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words as they were transmitted at u rither low level
through a hißh-fidelity loudspeaker 20 feet ewny.
Speaker-intelligibility means derived from such identi¬
fications f.re represented by thu open bars in the figure.
Another pan^-l, seated in

l

smeller room saturated with

airplane-type noise (105 db above threshold), identified
the same S's words us they were transmitted through head¬
phones characterized by high-frequency attenuation.
Means derived from such identifications are represented
by the striped bars.

The first p..ir of bars represent

the iirst recording condition, i.e., coryzul speech; the
second pair represent cre,.ted-coryzal spwwch; tht third
pair, the third recording conaition, normal speech.
The fact that the open b-rs in the figure are all
slightly shorter th-n the striped ones need cause no con¬
cern since it was not the purpose of the experiment to
compare the intelligibility associated v.itn the two play¬
back conditions.

The question of interest concerning

playback conditions was whether or not their effects in¬
fluenced the intelligibility of one recording condition
more than another.

An analysis of the variance, summu-

rized in Table I, indicated that there was no such dif¬
ferential effect and that, consequently, the ingelligibility associated with

ny one of the three recording

1

ïbbleJL
Analysis of vnri'nce for speech intelligibility scores.

Source of variation

D.F.

Variance estimate

Recordings (r)

2

159.92

Playbacks (p)

1

556.17

23

232.14

2

11.11

rs

46

38.42

ps

23

280.19

Já

78.87

Subjects (s)
Interaction rp
"

rps

143

conditions might be represented by :. single mean.*
*

The

Vvrp ^
< Vvrps

mean intelligibility for the coryzal speech, represented
by the first encircled dot in the figure, was 62.02
(S.D., 9.93); for the treatod-coryzal (second dot),
60.83 (S.D.,8.19); for the normal (third dot), 64.42
(3.D., 7.20).

Fisherim analysis, summarized in

Table n,

indicated that these amounts were piobibly not .random
variations of n single population value.

Although it

did not apocar improbable that coryzal and treatedcoryzal intelligibility are tiu. same, it woulu seem that

-'"-on
.

i.

7
Table II

ounces between means besed
nf„o hbi?CS intellJeiî)ility scores (loudspuJccr-quict
plus he cdphone s-noiso) for three recordings: 1) coryzal
2) treated-coryzal end, 3) normal. (N : 24)

Ân

vr/vrs = 159.92/38.42 s 4.163

(P < .05)

M3^.M1/3.E.diffi = 2.40/2.218 r 1.080

(P <.30)

M3—Mg/S.E.diff # : 3.59/1.683 : 2.129

(P < .05)

Ml~M2/3*s-diff. : 1 »19/1.946 : 0.674

(P < .60)

there might bo a difference between thv lutter of those
and the intelligibility of normal speech.

It should bo

noted, however, that the obtained difference was not higj
ly significant.*
sovorörminut^'ofthe00?^^® u foi, s'wc¡«¡át"iü^'
was rn , d V
r
rilst» it is possible that there
'-mong the^nauno? °
dl“^d th, variai

Exuminatlon of the intelligibility indices of each S
separately revealed information not mede obvious by considération of only the group overages.

Althougn the

average intelligibility obtained for the coryzal speech
condition was slightly higher then that obtained for the
trected-coryzel recordings, 13 speakers had better in¬
telligibility after receiving the nasal spray then be¬
fore, while 11 were less intelligible,

and, although

the mean for the coryzal speech was lower than that for
the normal, H speakers were more intelligible when they
had a cold than when they were well, while only 10 were
loss Intelligible.

In an attempt to find explanation for

these discrepencies, the direction of change shown by each
speaker in his intelligibility was compared to the amount
and type of each of four medical symptoms.

There seemed

to be little relationship between direction of shift in
intelligibility, from that of coryzal speech to that of
either treated-coryzal or normal, and extent of nasal
inflemation, nasal edema, or nasopharyngeal inflaaation.
(of. Table III.)

Possibly it is noteworthy that, although

marked nasal discharge was observed in nearly half of the
subjects whose shift in intelligibility from the coryzal
to the treated-coryzal condition followed the direction
of the averages, only three of the subjects whose shifts
were in the opposite direction displayed the same effect
while 10 revealed little or no nasal discharge.

Similar¬

ly, although considerable nasal discharge characterized
half of the subjects whose coryzal intelligibility was—
as in the case of the means—lower than their normal
intelligibility, of those whose differences between coryzal
and normal intelligibility departed from the pattern of
the means, only three presented marked nasal discharge
while 11 presented relatively little,

¡.either of these
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Table III
Distribution of speakers according to direction of
change in intelligibility and according to extent of each
of four coryza 1 symptoms during cold. (¿larked, 4- .
Slight or negative, 0)

A.
Coryzal vs. Treatod-Coryzal
Nasal
Inflam,

Nasal
Edema

Nasal
Discharge

Pharyng
Inflam

4-

Q

4-

Q

■+•

o

4-

0

4

7

65

5

ó

6

$

5

8

7

6

3

10

7

6

6

8

8

6

3

11

7

7

3

7

5

5

5

5

6

4

p.
Coryzal vs. Normal

discrepancies, however, was great enough to produce a chisquare which accompanies the commonly accepted level of
significance *

There are at lurgo a number of individuals who, upon
meeting someone displaying obvious coryzal symptoms,
seem unable to resist remarking in an unnatural voice,

«Goodcss be'.

You got a cold id your doze."

ïht implica¬

tion of such a cllche--vlz., that sounds requiring nasal
emission ore altered by a cold--suggested the possibility
that any influence of coryza on intelligibility may be
greater for words which include nasal sounds than for
other words.

In order to evaluate this possibility, each

of the three lists recorded by each of the 24 S's was
considered os consisting of two sub-lists: one made up
of words containing one or more of the three nasal pho¬
nemes (Cfflji

[n^!

,

[ty 3 ), the other mude up of words con¬

taining only phonemes ordinarily uttered with velopha¬
ryngeal closure.*

For euch subject, the listencr-

* Nasal-including words constituted about 35 percent of
the total in most of the lists used.

identifications of the two playback conditions were com¬
bined, and two sub-scores--one for each sub-list--were
computed for each of the three recording conditions.
Means and the standard deviations for the six dis¬
tributions of sub-scorcs arc represented in Fig. 2; the
distributions of over-all sub-scores, each of wnich was
a S's overage for all three recording conditions, are
similarly represented for the two word-types.

Under all

three conditions of speaking, the average subject was
more intelligible when he read nasal-including words than
when he reed other words; the difference wes considerably

11
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IVtANS and standard deviations or SIX distributions, each
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Table IV
Analysis of variance for speech intelligibility subscores represented in Fig. 2.

Source of variation

D.F.

Variance estimate

Recordings (r)

2

218.75

Word-types (w)

1

580.00

23

213.67

2

172.30

Subjects (s)
Interaction rw
«

rs

46

99.34

"

ws

23

65.02

"

rws

97.82

greater, however, when he did not have a cold.

This va¬

ri4 tion in amount of difference, judging from the sta¬
tistical analysis v/hich is summarized in Tab.'’e IV, might
not be representative of the populations sampled.*
*""Vr’/Vrws : 1.77.

(P > .05)

Indeed, all such differences me y be negligible.**
**

Vr/Vrs : 2.19.

(?> .05)

Although it v;c3 not the purpose of the investiga¬
tion to evaluate the influence of phonetic content upon
speech intelligibility, it may be of interest to point

,.-A

; <•
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out that the over-¿li -veruee intelli¿ibility or the
nas-l-includinf. i.orcs (65.2/,) was aifniiicuntly neater
th:.n that cf the other vorâj (Ò1.2ÍV).»
Vvf/V-vs = 8.92.

This difference

(? < .01)

lo nade all the more intereatinf by the fact that it con¬
tradicta findings of ..aoon, who re port eu uaana for v.orus
containing; fn- anu [ri- that were significantly smaller
-

a

than means for ocner ^.ords.4
r.eco/rnlzabilitv
Another aspect of apeecn, other tnan intelligibili¬
ty , for v/hicn listeners furnished data v/as reco^nizability
of cuality.

From the oricinal rocordines two dubs were

made, each containing, a pair of tijee-\.ord samples for
each of the 24 Ss.
tne-

The first dub consisted of v;orúo fron

cor.vzal ‘ recordings paired against v/ords fron the

normal

recordings in random order.

The sc-cond dub con¬

sisted of ' ords from the ‘ coryzal«- records paired against
words from the " treated-coryzal .••

Both cubs were played

to 7/-. listeners vhc had been instructeu to identify,
guessing if necessary, the coryzal utterance of each
pir.

¡he results are suauarized in ulg. 5.
T.ie coryzal utterances of ,.ost or the speakers were

distinctive enough, compared to normal speech, tuat they
were correctly identified by 2 majority 01 the listeners.
The

coryzal words of five of tne subjects, How¬

ever, sounded more normal to most of the listeners

-f
‘t

i

■M

Id

H

FIGURE 3

D i STM dut i on
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T?.

listeners distinguishing

TREATED CCRY2AL SPEECH,

(Individual su-jectc are ioentipied dy the numbers inside the squares.)
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thsn ¿id tiic 3ui.iîlc3 furnished by those subjects after
their colds hrd disappeared.

Indeed,

in the case of one

speaker, four-fifths of the listeners labeled the normal
utterance rs coryzal.

On the other hand, over 90 per

cent of the listeners were right in th^ir judgments con¬
cerning the speech samples of two of the speakers.

The

average prir of utterances was correctly judged by about
two-thirds of the listeners.
Lvidently identifying speech samples uttered by
cola-sufferers before and after vasoconstriction is u
more difficult task than distinguishing between coryzal
and normal speech.

The coryzal utterances of only 11 ss

were, when presented along v.ith words representing the
treated-coryzal condition, recognized «s such by 50 per

cent

or more of the

judges.

The coryzal words of the

ot**er 13 speakers were mistaken for treated-coryzal ut¬
terances by a majority of the listeners.

In only two

Ceses was coryzal speech correctly identified by more
than 70 per cent of the listeners.

The average pair was

jua-ec' correctly by the same proportion of listeners as
judged

it

incorrectly.

Although the coryzal speech of 1

speaker mignt be

recognized by a large number of listeners compering it
with normal socecs, it might be recognized by but a few
listeners comparing it with treated-coryzal speech.

Sub-

ject t';o.l,ior example, h:d 7o p^r cent of the listeners

correctly idontií-y his coryzul speech whui it vßis contrr.stcd with his norm. 1 speech; wh^reus, only 30 per cent
correctly distinguished it from his troated-coryzul
speech.

'

The correlation coefficient obtained in an ef¬

fort to describe thv. relationship between the number of
listeners who responded correctly in the

'coryzel vs.

normal' comparison c.nd the number who responded correctly
in the 'coryzul vs. treatcd-coryzal' comparison was in¬
significantly If rger then zero,

(r ; .01+8)*

*

^ Possible interest here is the f..ct theTthe"number”
of p.-irea speech samples correctly Juaged by • listener

t

ÏÏ-hfS1'150? r;s.not e°oá

^
inac!uon of ÎL ^Lr
__rignt in the other comparison,
(r z _.061

In the hope the t the variation caong the 24 bs vdth
respect to recogniz bility of coryzc.l speech might be
better understood, the date presented above were compared
with the medical findings.
-able V.

Results are summarized in

Of particular concern were tnose 3s whose co-

ryzol utterances were mistan for th.ir normal or
tree ted-cory zal speech samples by more than 50 p,r cent
Oi

th*. listeners.

Of tht. 13 whose coryzal -nd treuted-

coryznl utterances v/erc confused by . majority of the
listeners, marked nasal discharge had been observed in
only three.

Chi-squ. re tests, however, indicated that,

'any apparent association between this-or between se¬
verity of any of the the three intra-nasal symptoms-and

17
Table V
Distribution oi sp-.-Kcrs according to relative, in¬
cidence ci ritíit and wrong quality recognitions and -cCoi’Qing to ext .nt of four coryzal sync toms during cold.
(Mrrkea, - .
Si.ight or negative, 0)

A.

Coryznl vs. Ircated-coryzal
Nosal
Inflam.

Nasal
Dá era a

Nasal
Discharge

Pharyng.
Inflam,

■t

0

+

0

+

0

4-

0

H ‘W

3

ß

5

6

5

ó

8

3

IK”

6?

8

5

3

10

5

8

io 9

6

13

9

io

3

2

3

4

1

B.

Coryzal vs. Normal

H > v;

8

11

1

U

2

proportion of correct identifications of coryzal speech
might easily be explained
ror.

us

a function of sampling er¬

Possibly more significant is the fact that eight

of thj 13 spe-kers mentioned above v/crc found to have
relatively little nasopharyngeal influnution; whereas
i
all but three of the remaining
■- considerable -.mount.^
*

Chi-squ‘re :

2.82.

11

Ss v/.-re four. d to ha Ve

Interestingly enough, of the
(p r .09)

13
íive speakers whose coryar.l words were distincuishea from
their normal utterances by only ¿; minority of the listen¬
ers, marked n' soplr ryn^eel infirmation ’./as noted in all
but one; however, this condition v/as observed in slightly
less th'n h lf of those v/hosu coryzal speech was evident¬
ly more distinctive.*

*

Chi-squero : 1.Ó9.

(f* = .19)

Although no attempt was mode to determino all the
phonetic components of the uttcr-nces used in the two
quality comparisons, the incidence of three normally na¬
sal sounds ([mj, [n] , -nd [o] ) was noted for each of the
four samples which represented each S.

Those* data com¬

bined with the determination -f which Ss haa coryzul
speech mistaken for either trented-coryznl or normal
speech by a majority of thv listeners made possible the
compilation ~f Table VI.

In twelve of 1coryznl vs.

tree tod’ pairs, the coryznl contained more nasal sounds
than did the treated-coryznl utterancu; in the other
twelve p’ irs the latter contained an equal or greater
number of nasal sounds than did the coryzul.

Both groups

included about the some number of pairs which were misidentified by 50 per Cent or more of the listeners.

In

the other comparison, the. coryzul nemb^r of thirteen

P’

irs

utterances contained more n-.sals th.n did the

— --
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Tnble VI

Distribution oï spcíkcis necjifHr-„ i «.4
.
cidence of ri^ñt ,.nc wLní iLftifío1^ 1 rétive in¬
apt och .nd eccordinp to rfi
uti^id Jl'

Píunc^s 1„ the spéten s^plis.

*•

g^.z-l

v°- Trenteá-cjrV7.:.1

KC ^ N!3
¿i

> v;

R c v;

B.

Caryzq vs. Monaal
nc>nn

kc?;nn

5

6

11

8

7

6

2

3

n0mnl SMPU: ln tht ***«• ‘loven paira the latter cante inch an equal or greeter number .f 3uoh sounda capered
to the coryzr.l.

The five F 1rs which were mlaldentlfied

by a majority of the llutcners were a3 evenly divided betv/con tbc t'<»:o /'Pejum f. o h 4 « .a» i
»
°
‘Oo -° tiioii wind number could alloy/.
These distributions obviously furnish no basis for asso¬
ciating corysol speech which'is indistinguishable from
other Kinds .f speech with the relative number of nasal
sounds it may contain.
w-.o stated earlier, the Cwryzal samplt of nil
but five speakers was distinguished from its normally
spoken counterpart by et least half or 72 listeners.

In

the cese of any pair .f utterances it is possible, in
view of the listeners- knowledge of the two conditions
which the- c'-ir rcorcst r trr*

th

¿resented, thjt r‘any Jf the correct

Judgments resulted from

decision .n the part of many

'

listeners th" t tnc utteirr.cò which sounded the less
’nntunl' must be coryzM speech even t¿*ou¿h it night
n.jt sound sinilrr to other utterunc^s judged os coryzal
cn the sene basis.

In other words, it is possible th-t

the coryzal utterances hod nothing noie in common than
-bn^rn-lity end that the abnormality of each such utter¬
ance night h-..ve be».n a unique characteristic.

On the

other hand it is possible that those utterances which
wux cl/, ssified ss coryzal by most of the judges all hi d
in cannon one or more acoustical properties.

This latter

possibility led to the carrying out of another experiment.
Four distorted dubs wer^. made ~f the 'coryzal vs.
normal' recording, which c.uld reproduce all frequencies
between 50 c. and 8000 c. with g.;oe fidelity.

Each dub

w,.s nade by recording the output of an adjustable lov/pass filter sct¥ to which w.s fed the output of a phoftoTy?*'

“ *43, nlectric^l ..esecrch Products, Inc.

graph playing the high-fidelity version.

For one dub the

filter set was adjusted t^ 'ttenu te sharply all freouencics above 4hOC c.; for another, all frequencies above
30G0 c.; fv*r another, all ab.ve 2200 c.; ,nd for the
fourth, all above 1000 c.

Thus, counting the one from

which the others were ;:rde, there becmae available five
recorded versi-ns of coryzal utterunc«s paired ag-inst
normal utterances, the versions ull alike except for

width uf frequency reuse.

Forty uidshipmen, none of

whor.i were araong the listeners previously used, were
cnlled upon to listen t-* the five records and tu identi¬
fy the coryziil scnples ns hed the 72 listeners nentioned
above.

The forty were divided into panels of ei6lit.

One

pond heard v<ne record, then another panel heard u dif¬
ferent record, etc., until finally—at the end of 25 listeninr scssions--jll five panels hud responded to ull
five records but in different sequence.

At least 30 min¬

utes separated any two sots of responses by a single
panel.
The number of recognitions of coryzal speech wus
determined for each recorded representation of each
speaker.

Fron those dot-

four 2x2 contingency tables

were prepared for each speaker, each table showing the
number of correct and incorrect responses to both the
full-range and one of the distorted reprosentations ^f
that speaker.

The discrepancy in «ach table between the

ratio of right to wrong responses accompanying one record
and the comparable roti^ accompanying the other record
was evaluated by means of a chi-square test.

The results

of the 72 evaluations thus made are summarized in Table VII,

A glance at the table will reveal that cutting „ff the
upper frequencies--whether at 4400 c. «r

at

1000 c. or ut

a point in between—of b.th a Curyzul and a normal ut¬
terance is not likely t- increase the difficulty of

22

T:.ble VII
Distribution vf Sa t.ccjrding tw level
signifi¬
cance acc.np nying Chi-souarc tests of the shift found
f
tiie nur.ibtr ef his listeners v/he Correctly
differentiated between his caryzal and his nernal speech
when the br sis of differentiation shifted fr^ relatively
full-range phonograph records t. records sharply attenua¬
ted in all haraenics above 4400, 3000, 2200, or 1000
cycles/sec. (N= 24)

.10

.20

4400c <

0

5

2

0

2

1

3

6

1

4
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identifying the sanples.

In the case of only one speaker

could it be said with confidence ut the 5 per cent level
that listeners responded differently
different frequency ranges.
These data do not imply that the coryzol utterances
do not have some common acoustical characteristic by
which they could be differentiated from normal speech.
It is possible tin t differences might have been obtained
had records been dubbed which altered the spectra of
samples below 1000 c.

This possibility seems all the

more tenable when one considers the results obtained
by Kelly

when he analyzed the energy distribution of

vowels uttered by a speaker whose nasal resonance hrd
been eliminated by nasopharyngeal packing.
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In the preceding seetionò of this paper it has been
reported that a Itrce proportion of the Ss, upon catcnin»' a cola, accaireu a different sort of vocal quality
ana almost es m¡.ny of

the.a becaae less intelligible,

in

view of these findings it seeneo reasonable to hypothesize
that the greater the proportion of listeners who could
distinguish between a sample of a man's coryzal soeech
and one of his normal speech,

the more sizeable would be

the- difference between his coryzal end normal intelligi¬
bility scores.

In order to test this hypothesis, a dif¬

ference based upon the subtraction of the coryzal intel¬
ligibility score from the normal score wcs determined for
each S, end the differences thus obtained were correlated
vitn the corresponding proportions of correct recogni¬
tions obtained from the 'coryzal vs. normal* quality com¬
parison.

The correlation coefficient thus obtained was

. 3/+, an amount somewhat loss than

is generally

regarded as significant.»

of ï or significance at the
’ re3^ctiv*ly. .$15 and .404.

nli

1*

and

5¾
^

hyP°tntsis similar to that stated in the preceding

peragreph but pertaining to the difference between coryzal
and treatod-ccryzal intelligibility and to

recognizabi.lity

of coryzal speech when contrasted vith treatcd-coryzal
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The resulting correlation coeffi¬

cient was .10, a negligible amount.
Although neither of the correlation coefficients
was cf significant negnitude, their signs give them some
interest.

It will be recalled that the mean coryzal in¬

telligibility score was somewhat smaller than the mean
normal score; it would seem reasonable to assume, there¬
fore,

tnnt any effect of a cold upon intelligibility

would be an adverse one.

In view of this consideration

ana the fact that the differences which constituted one
set of values in the first correlation mentioned above
were obtained by subtracting the coryzal freu the normal
score,

it would seem that the coefficient should nave been

a positive one rather then the negative cne that was ob¬
tained.

A similar line of reasoning would suggest that

the other coefiicicnt should have been negative rather
than positive.

Conclusions

1.

.hether their words are transmitted to listeners

through earphones in r very noisy room or through a loud¬
speaker in a quieter plrce, u group cf men v.ith coryza
will vary considerably with respect to direction und
-.mount of ch-ngw that administration of e vasocons trie ting
nascl spray will produce in the intelligibility of their
speech.

i—mi«
*
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2.

Their averse intcliiCibility, however, after

such trer.tnent, will prob.bly be lower then a

compe re ble

fiverage representinr their normal speech, provided that
no more than about a third of their words contain sounds
ordinarily requiring nasal emission.
3.

Prominence of any symptom in the nose of naso¬

pharynx of a nan with a cold will tell little of what
temporary vasoconstriction or complete recovery would do
to the intelligibility of his speech.
4.

Coryza 1 utterances of most men can be distinguished

fron their normal utterances by a majority of untrained
listeners; however, the coryzr.l speech of some men is
rether misleading.
5.

When presented with a number of paii s of speech

samples, e majority of listoners--although aware that
one- of each pair was spoken by a man witn a cold shortly
alter his nasal passages had been sprayed and that one
hac been spoken before such treatnent--are likely to be
wrong in at least half oí their attempts to identify co¬
ryza 1 speech.
o.

Although a man's coryzal utterances might bc-

rocognized by a large proportion of listeners comparing
it '*itu his normal soccer.,

it might be recognized by

relatively few listeners comparing it with something he
said shortly after his nose had been sprayed.

2o

7*

Conapicuoiisness of any intranusal condition

such as inflanetion, edciae or dischcrgti is not an indica¬
tor of the proportion of listeners \vho will be able to
distinguish a man's coryzal speech from utterances he
miftht make after he is given a vasoconstricting nasal
spray or from those he might ;nake after his cold disap¬
pears.
8.

There may be some relationship between dis¬

tinctiveness of coryzal vocal quality and extent of naso¬
pharyngeal inflamatien.
9.

There is no relationship between the incidence

of nasally emitted phonuucs ( [m] , [nj,

)

in coryzal

speech and its distinguishability from the other kinds of
speech previously mentioned.
10.

Attenuation of harmonics above 1000 c. in a

sample of coryzal speech is not likely to citer the pro¬
portion of listeners who coule distinguish it from a
coruperabio sample of normal speech.
11.

There nay be little or no rdrtionsnip between

the aaouiit of influence catching a col<¡ Might have upon
a Man's no.-mi intelligibility and the distinctiveness
of his coryzal speech.
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